With the advance of polymer synthesis, polymers that possess unique architectures such as stars or cyclic chains, and unique chemical composition distributions such as block copolymers or statistical copolymers have become frequently encountered. Characterization of these complex polymer systems drives the development of interactive chromatography where the adsorption of polymers on the porous substrate in chromatography columns is finely tuned. Liquid Chromatography at the Critical Condition (LCCC) in particular makes use of the existence of the Critical Adsorption Point (CAP) of polymers on solid surfaces and has been successfully applied to characterization of complex polymer systems.
Introduction
The term ''complex polymer'' is a vague term that can refer to any polymeric system other than simple linear homopolymers. Here we will be concerned with complexity arising from chain architecture (i.e., star, ring, graft or hyperbranched polymers) and/ or chemical composition (i.e., copolymers or end-functionalized polymers). Recent advances in polymer synthesis have enabled the creation of a large number of novel complex polymers, such as block, star, dendritic, cyclic and graft polymers that exhibit unique properties and have important applications. [1] [2] [3] Although synthesis of these complex polymers is performed with good control and one might hope that the final product will have a narrow dispersity in the desired architecture or chemical composition, the reality however is that the final product contains mixtures of products with different structures that may also be mixed with initial macromonomers. A detailed characterization of complex polymer system is therefore needed. Polymer liquid chromatography in different elution modes has been shown to be very useful in characterizing these complex polymers. [4] [5] [6] [7] To understand the elution of polymers in polymer liquid chromatography, one needs to consider the interaction of polymers with the nanoporous materials used in the column substrate. It is in this context that we discuss the interaction of complex polymers with nanoporous materials.
We will begin with a brief introduction to different elution modes encountered in polymer liquid chromatography and how they relate to the interaction of polymers with the porous substrate. Several excellent reviews, mostly focusing on experimental results and procedures, have been written on this subject. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] Here we will focus on the microscopic picture of how a complex polymer interacts with nanoporous materials in these elution modes. It will become clear that there is an interesting fundamental question encountered in understanding the elution of complex polymers in polymer liquid chromatography, namely, the existence of a Critical Adsorption Point (CAP) of a polymer on the column substrate. The existence and properties of the CAP has been actively studied theoretically and computationally in the past, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] mostly independent of liquid chromatography developments. We will try to bridge these areas of studies to bring a better understanding of how complex polymers interact with porous media in the context of liquid chromatography characterization of these complex polymers.
Theory for polymer elution in liquid chromatography
The elution time (or elution volume V R ) of a polymer sample in liquid chromatography can be related to a thermodynamic quantity, the partition coefficient of a polymer chain, K, between the mobile phase and the stationary phase, K = C s /C m , where C s and C m are the polymer concentrations in the two phases respectively. Most polymer liquid chromatography is performed with columns packed with porous beads containing pores ranging from 100 Å to 500 Å. The mobile phase is taken as the eluent moving through the interstitial packing space between the porous beads, and the stationary phase is taken as the pore space inside the porous beads. Thus, theoretical study of the partition coefficient K of a polymer solution between a pore (modelled as either a slit pore or a cylindrical pore) and a bulk unconfined solution will provide a basic understanding of polymer elution in liquid chromatography. Since chromatography is performed at dilute concentration, one only needs to consider the partition coefficient K of a single polymer chain. The partition coefficient is related to the difference in standard free energy DG 0 of transferring a single chain from a bulk solution to the pore through the equation RT ln K = ÀDG 0 . Several different theories and computational approaches can be used to compute the free energy difference and these will be discussed.
Elution modes in polymer liquid chromatography
Polymer chains in synthetic polymer sample do not have the same molecular weight, instead there is a distribution of molecular weights. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) has long been used to characterize the molecular weight distribution in polymer samples. In SEC, polymer chains do not ''absorb'' on the porous substrate in a chromatography column and they elute through the column based on their sizes. The elution time decreases with polymer molecular weight in SEC. If polymer chains adsorb on the column substrate in what is often called Liquid Adsorption Chromatography (LAC), then the elution time usually increases with the molecular weight. In transitioning from SEC to LAC modes, one can achieve a ''Critical Condition'' where the elution time becomes independent or nearly independent of the molecular weight of the polymer (see Fig. 1 ). This mode is now called Liquid Chromatography at the Critical Condition (LCCC), although other names such as liquid chromatography at the Critical Adsorption Point (LCCAP) have been used in the literature. [18] [19] [20] More and more groups are now using LCCC to characterize complex polymer systems.
The link between LCCC and the Critical Adsorption Point
The critical condition underlying LCCC is related to the Critical Adsorption Point (CAP) of a polymer chain adsorbing on a solid surface. The relationship was recognized by Skvortsov and Gorbunov 21 during the initial development of LCCC. They drew their understanding from earlier studies of adsorption of a long flexible polymer chain near a solid surface. These earlier studies of polymer adsorption revealed that there exists a critical polymer segment/surface interaction energy, e cap w . If the polymer segment/surface interaction is less attractive than e cap w , then the long polymer chain will form a depletion layer near the surface since the solid surface restricts the number of conformations of the polymer chain. On the other hand, if the segment/surface attraction is more attractive than e cap w , then the polymer chain will be adsorbed on the surface and form an adsorption layer. The specific value of e cap w depends on specific polymer models used in theoretical discussion, very much like a specific type of polymer would achieve LCCC condition at a specific temperature and solvent condition. If a polymer chain is modelled as a random walk (RW) on a lattice, then the CAP for the RW chain is given by e cap w = ln[(Z À l 1 )/Z], where Z is the coordination number and l 1 is the number of steps forbidden by the presence of the surface (e cap w is reduced by thermal energy k B T). The rationale behind this is that the partition function of a RW chain with N monomers in free solution is simply given by q free = Z NÀ1 . The partition function of a chain above the surface can be written as q surf = Z (NÀMÀ1) (Z À l 1 ) M exp(Àe w M) where M is the number of monomers in contact with the surface. Therefore, when |e w | = |e cap w | = ln[(Z À l 1 )/Z], the entropic loss is compensated by the enthalpic gain. The chemical potential of the chain in free solution becomes the same as when absorbed on the surface, signifying a Critical Adsorption Point.
Alternatively, the polymer chain can be represented by a Gaussian chain consisting of N segments each of length b, the conformation of the chain is accounted for by P N (r), the probability of a chain with end-to-end vector r that satisfies the diffusion equation:
In the unbounded free solution, this gives a Gaussian distribution function with average radius R = (Nb 2 /6) 1/2 . Near the surface, the solution to the above equation needs to satisfy the boundary condition which can be written as:
The physical significance of the above boundary condition was discussed by de Gennes. 22 The parameter c is related to the surface potential energy (reduced by k B T) and the above boundary condition can be interpreted as how the polymer chain free energy changes per segment near the surface. The CAP corresponds to the condition that c -0, whereas a repulsive wall corresponds to c 4 0, while an adsorptive wall corresponds to c o 0. The physical interpretation of the CAP under the context of the Gaussian chain model is that the free energy change per monomer near the surface is exactly zero, not positive (repulsive wall case), not negative (attractive wall case). The above discussions focus on how a long flexible chain interacts with a single solid surface. More relevant to polymer elution in chromatography would involve the consideration of polymer chains partitioning into pores with surfaces that are adsorptive or repulsive. The pore is often approximated by a slit pore consisting of two parallel walls separated by a given distance. Consideration of how other pore geometries would impact the partitioning of polymer chains is also relevant and will be discussed briefly later. The elution behaviour of the polymer in SEC mode was studied by Casassa using the Gaussian chain model. The boundary condition near surface in SEC was simply given by P N (r) = 0, which correspond to c -+N.
Skvortsov and Gorbunov 21,23,24 extended Casassa's theory and considered the partitioning of a polymer chain into a pore with adsorptive surfaces. They theoretically computed the partition coefficient K for a single polymer chain into a slit pore under the conditions where the pore surface is non-adsorptive, at the CAP, and adsorptive. They clearly show that the calculated K versus chain length N exhibits the kind of pattern depicted in Fig. 1 . Guttmann et al. 25 considered the same problem but used a lattice based random walk chain model using a matrix generation method. Both theoretical approaches clearly showed that the LCCC corresponds to the condition that the polymer surface interaction energy is at the CAP. Moreover, these theories showed that, at the CAP, the partition coefficient K becomes independent of chain length N and K CAP = 1 at the CAP (for the lattice based random walk model, K becomes one at long chain limit).
Excluded volume effect on the Critical Adsorption Point
Both the random walk and Gaussian chain models fail to take into account the excluded volume interaction, which can be significant for polymer chains confined in nanopores. An unphysical consequence of using RW and Gaussian chain models to study polymer chains confined in the pore is discussed in de Gennes's textbook. 26 For a RW chain or a Gaussian chain confined in a pore, the physical dimension of the chain along the unconfined direction will remain the same as in the free unconfined bulk solution regardless of how strongly the chain is confined. The chain will not be stretched in the unconfined directions. A real polymer chain confined in a pore will be stretched in the unconfined dimensions because of the excluded volume interaction. Another misconception is that the excluded volume interaction will be absent in a theta solvent. In theta solvent, the polymer chain radius of gyration R g no longer scales with N as R g B N n (n is the Flory exponent) as in the case of the SAW chain model, but scales as R g B N 0.5 as in the case of the RW model. This change in scaling behaviour is a result of balance between ''attractive interaction between repeating units'' due to a bad solvent condition and the excluded volume interaction between the repeating units. However, when the chain is confined in the pore at a theta solvent condition, the chain will still be stretched in the unconfined dimension. Therefore, there are some fundamental differences between a real polymer chain and a Gaussian chain or RW chain model regardless of the solvent condition. Fortunately, most chromatography separations are done using porous media that only provide moderate confinement. Hence theoretical studies using RW and Gaussian chain models in most cases are relevant to experimental conditions, but these theoretical predictions need to be understood in light of understanding gained from consideration of the excluded volume effect. A more realistic model to represent a polymer chain is the self-avoiding walk (SAW) on the lattice. For studying SAW chain, analytical approaches often fail and one needs to resort to computer simulations. For self-avoiding walks on the lattice, Hammersely et al. 15 have proved mathematically that a SAW chain near an impenetrable surface has a phase transition dictated by the CAP. The exact value of the CAP is not precisely known and is model dependent, but the definition of the CAP can be understood as the point where the monomeric chemical potential of an infinite long chain near the surface (defined as f e w ð Þ ¼ lim
where Z N is the canonical partition function of a chain with length N) equals the monomeric chemical potential of the chain in the bulk solution. Many computational studies 14, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] have tried to quantify the behaviour of the chain crossing the CAP. For example, when the chain goes from a nonadsorbed state to an adsorbed state, the energy of the chain E changes from an intensive variable independent of chain length N to an extensive variable dependent on N. At the CAP, E is expected to scale with N f where f is the crossover exponent. The cross over exponent f, which is believed to be a universal constant, has been the subject of debate. For chains with excluded volume interaction, the CAP is defined in the limit of long chain, hence these computational studies have tried to determine the CAP by extrapolating quantities such as the number of surface contacts per chain or peak position in the heat capacity of the adsorbed chain, to infinite chain length. These studies usually focus on a single chain interacting with a single solid surface. [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] 34, 35 In order to understand how the excluded volume interaction impacts the elution behaviour of chains in LCCC, Gong and Wang 36 examined the partitioning of SAW chains into a slit pore with interactive surfaces via computer simulations. The simulation method relied on the determination of the chemical potential of a polymer chain via the biased chain insertion method. From the chemical potential one obtains the partition coefficient K using ÀRT ln K = m conf À m bulk , where m conf is the chemical potential of the chain in the confined situation and m bulk is the chemical potential in bulk solution. A challenge first encountered is the unknown value of e cap w in the SAW model. Hence the authors simultaneously employed the RW model as a reference since the e cap w for the RW is known precisely. One thing that became apparent in that study is that the LCCC condition cannot be defined at the point where K(N) = 1. K(N) crosses over from K o 1 to K 4 1 at different surface interaction energies for different chain length. This complication does not exist for the RW chain model. Nevertheless, for the SAW chain, one can still define a co-elution point where K(N) exhibits the least dependence on chain length N, similar to the LCCC condition identified in experiments. This point can be determined by plotting the variation in K for a given range of chain length, s(ln K), as function of surface interaction e w , which yields a well-defined minimum (see Fig. 2 ). This minimum, which we ascribe as the pseudo-CAP, was the apparent co-elution point and occurs at surface interaction energy e cap w = À0.276 for a SAW in a simple cubic lattice with coordination number z = 6. If we identify e c w as the point where K(N) = 1, then in the limit of N -N, e c w approaches the e cap w by assuming that the critical point scales 37 with N 0.5 . All these results point to the fact that the co-elution point in LCCC condition likely occurs at the CAP of a polymer sample. Although the CAP of a polymer chain with excluded volume interaction is traditionally defined in the limit of infinite chain length, in the context of understanding LCCC chromatographic behaviour, we will no longer use that definition, but instead define it as the apparent co-elution point of polymer chains with a finite molecular weight range. Whether such a pseudo-CAP corresponds to the traditional definition of CAP in the infinite long chain limit is not known precisely, but this will not impact how one can understand the chromatographic behaviour of polymers in LCCC.
The use of the SAW model also revealed some features absent when using the RW chain model. Notably, when the pore size decreases, the partition coefficient K showed a nonlinear variation with the chain length, as shown in Fig. 3 . These data suggest that entropic loss is not exactly balanced by enthalpic gain per monomer. At the CAP, the entropic loss is slightly over compensated by the enthalpic gain. For short chain, as the pore size decreases, the over compensation seems to increase. But for long chains, K decreases with N as the pore size decreases. In comparison, the same calculation for the RW chain model showed that K is independent of chain length at the CAP, although K was slightly greater than one.
Recently Neimark and coworkers 39, 40 looked into critical conditions of polymer chains adsorbed on porous substrate with off-lattice chain models. They determined the incremental chemical potential of adsorbed and free chains and defined the CAP as the point m ad incr = m free incr . This definition of the CAP would naturally yield the condition that qK/qN = 0, which coincides with the LCCC condition in experiment. Neimark and coworkers considered a chain completely adsorbed in a spherical cavity or partially translocated into spherical cavity and they compared the behaviour of both ideal chains and chains with excluded volume interaction. For chains with excluded volume interaction, they showed that K was never completely independent of chain length N, similar to results obtained by Gong and Wang. 
Impact of pore size and geometry on the CAP
Changes in pore size and pore geometry can impact polymer adsorption in pores as was mentioned in the previous section. Let's more carefully consider whether the change in pore size may cause a shift in the CAP of a polymer chain inside the pore. The answer to this question depends on both the pore geometry and the chain model used. If one uses the RW or Gaussian chain model, then the CAP accordingly will not shift if the pore geometry is slit like or cylindrical. However, for a cylindrical pore, one needs to be careful to take into account a trivial geometry effect: upon decreasing the pore size, the monomeric surface interaction strength changes. 16 If a cylindrical pore is modelled by a square lattice, then the ''corner'' sites experience a different geometrical confinement. As pore size decreases, the fraction of these corner sites increase. This can lead to an apparent shift in the CAP even for RW chains. However, with proper handling of this corner effect, one can show that the CAP for the RW does not shift in a cylindrical pore as pore size decrease. 41 In contrast, when chains are confined in spherical geometries, the CAP will shift even for RW and Gaussian chain models, as demonstrated in the work by Yang and Neimark. 39 Consideration of the excluded volume effect leads to different conclusions. Whittington and coworkers 42, 43 considered long self-avoiding walks chains in a slit with attractive walls using Monte Carlo simulations and a directed walk approach.
For the slab situation, if both the top and bottom walls are the same, they have shown that the critical point remain the same as for chains adsorbed on one single solid surface. This implies that the CAP for SAW chain absorption in a slit will not shift. This conclusion is consistent with what we observe as shown in Fig. 2 . However, Monte Carlo simulations of SAW chains in the cylindrical pore showed that the CAP shifts to lower temperature (or stronger adsorption) as pore size decreases. Experimental studies have reported shifts in the LCCC condition when the pore size of the chromatography column beads changed; the shift in most cases is toward a more adsorptive condition as the pore size decreases. 44 
LCCC characterization of complex polymers
Complex polymers introduce heterogeneity in properties in addition to the molecular weight distribution found in all synthetic polymers-a star polymer sample may contain chains with different numbers of arms and a copolymer sample may contain chains with different monomer fractions or chain sequences. We will not go into details to explain how LCCC or other forms of interactive chromatography are useful to characterize complex polymer systems. One may refer to other reviews for successful examples. Here we want to briefly point out some special features of LCCC characterization of complex polymers. First, by performing chromatography separation at the LCCC condition, one suppresses the sample separation according to the molecular weight distribution, enabling separation according to heterogeneity in other chemical identifiers. For example, polymer chains with different end groups can be separated according to the number and types of end groups without interference from molecular weight distributions at the LCCC condition of the backbone. 45 Another advantage is that establishing LCCC or another mode of interactive chromatography allows for two-dimensional separation that provides better characterization of samples.
It is important to recognize that different chemical components in a complex polymer sample interact with pore surfaces differently. In practice, the LCCC condition is typically established at one of the chemical components. The other components may be more adsorptive (LAC mode) or less adsorptive (SEC mode). In addition, the relationship between the molecular weight and physical size of architecturally complex polymers differs from that of linear polymers, and the dependence of K on N for complex polymers partitioning into pores will not be the same as linear polymers. The remainder of this review will focus on recent experimental and theoretical efforts to understand liquid chromatography characterization of complex polymers in light of these and other complications.
Partitioning of star polymers
Partitioning of a star polymer with f number of arms each consisting of N segments under SEC condition was studied by Casassa and Tagami 46 and later reinvestigated by Teraoka. 47 The partition coefficient K was found to be dependent on the number of arms in addition to the radius of gyration. Teraoka showed that the hydrodynamic radius R h provides a better measurement on the partition coefficient K and can provide a better universal calibration curve for star polymers prepared with different numbers of arms. An interesting question arises when one considers the partitioning of star polymers at the LCCC condition. What would the partition coefficient K of a star be if the surface interaction of the polymer with the substrate is at the CAP of the corresponding arm? Using the Gaussian chain model, the continuum theory predicts that K(stars) = 1, just like that of the linear homopolymer. However, using the lattice based random walk (RW) model, K for stars with finite arm length is actually slightly greater than one and increases with the number of arms. 25 Nevertheless, the above physical picture of stars partitioning in LCCC is not complete because of the use of the RW model and the Gaussian chain model. As one might expect, a star with many long arms will experience greater entropic exclusion from the pore even at the LCCC condition. Experimentally Chang's group prepared multi-arm polystyrene stars using macromonomers and investigated the elution behaviour of these stars at the LCCC condition of the polystyrene homopolymers. They found that stars made with short arms eluted after the LCCC retention time. However, for stars made with long arms they clearly observed that the stars eluted before the LCCC retention time and in the exclusion region. 48 Monte Carlo simulations of stars modelled using the SAW chains were able to reproduce this behaviour nicely. However, simulations using RW chains would not predict the exclusion of stars with long arms. 48 A rigorous comparison with experimental data needs careful consideration of end-group effects.
A different question may be asked here: what is the CAP for the star? Is it same as the linear polymer? To answer this question, one needs be careful with how the CAP for the stars is defined. If one defines the CAP as the point where K(N) = 1, which we will call the compensation point, then, for the same total molecular weight, stars reach the compensation point at a less adsorptive condition than linear polymers as long as the pores are wide enough, as demonstrated in computational studies by Chen and Escobedo. 49 The situation may change if the pores are small and polymers in pores encounter strong confinement.
Partitioning of ring polymers
The conformational properties of ring polymers have attracted many studies due to complexities arising from topological constraints. [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] Rings can be either knotted or unknotted and they cannot interconvert between different topologies without bond breaking and reformation. As a result, theoretical studies of rings using the Gaussian chain model suffer from the inability to account for these topological constraints. It was shown that, even in the absence of excluded volume interactions, the size of rings do not scale with chain length N n with n = 0.5 as predicted by the Gaussian chain model, instead the exponent n 4 0.5 for rings. 50, 53, 54 Interestingly, Li et al. 55 recently showed that while the conformational properties of unknotted rings differ from Gaussian chain rings, the confinement free energy of unknotted rings by a non-adsorptive slit follows the same scaling law as that of Gaussian chain rings.
Despite the limitation of Gaussian chain model to treat ring polymers, Gaussian chain theory has been used to study the partition of ring polymers under both SEC and LAC conditions. The partition coefficient K for a ring polymer is predicted to be greater than that of a linear polymer with identical chemical repeating units and the same molecular weight in the SEC condition. A ring polymer would have a smaller size than the corresponding linear polymer due to the connectivity of the two ends. Hence it is easy to envision that K ring will be larger than K linear in SEC (K ring 4 K linear ). In the LAC mode, the partition coefficient K for the ring polymer is also greater than that of the linear chain. This may not appear obvious, but is predicted by the Gaussian chain theory. At the LCCC of the linear polymer, the ring elutes in LAC mode and K ring increases with an increase in molecular weight. Chang's group reported the successful fractionation of ring polymers from the impurity of the linear precursors. 56 The elution of the ring at the LCCC condition of the linear polymers was shown to be in the LAC mode and elution time increased with an increase in the molecular weight. 57 The impact of topological constraints and excluded volume interactions on the partitioning of ring polymers at the LCCC condition has not been investigated computationally.
Partitioning of block copolymers or grafted copolymers
In the case of block copolymers, such as AB diblock or ABA triblock copolymers, one can define a CAP for individual A or B blocks, which is the same as the CAP for the homopolymer A or homopolymer B. When one of the blocks is at the CAP (say the B block), it is very unlikely that the A block will be at the CAP as well. Most likely, the A block will be either repelled from the porous surface (SEC condition) or more adsorbed on the column (LAC condition). Having one of the blocks at the LCCC condition enables better characterization of the other block in several ways. For example, Chang's group characterized poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(L-lactide) (PEO-PLLA) while the PEO block eluted in LCCC mode and the PLLA block eluted in LAC mode. 58 The chromatogram of the block copolymer sample obtained under this condition achieved baseline separation of PLLA repeating units. Away from the LCCC condition of the PEO block, the influence of the PEO block on the elution of the copolymer spoiled the baseline separation of PLLA repeating units. The explanation for these results is that although the PEO block has a polydispersity, at the LCCC condition of PEO, the PEO block does not perturb the retention of the block copolymer because the PEO block is in LCCC mode. Hence separation of the block copolymer is determined by the PLLA length at the LAC condition, which could enable the baseline separation according to PLLA repeating units. However, away from the LCCC condition of PEO, the PEO block perturbs the retention of the copolymer sample and the polydispersity of the PEO block spoils the baseline separation of PLLA repeating units.
Another possible separation scheme involves eluting the copolymer at the LCCC condition of one of the blocks, say the B block, while the A block elutes in SEC condition or LAC condition. It was hypothesized that the B block will not influence the retention of the copolymer sample and hence the retention time of the block copolymer can be compared against the calibration curve of the A homopolymer, allowing for the determination of the A block molecular weight based on the calibration curve. This approach has been used to characterize the polystyrene-b-poly methylmethacrylate (PS-b-PMMA) by Pasch et al. 59, 60 According to the Gaussian chain theory, the invisible block would have K = 1 and therefore does not impact the elution of the copolymer sample. However, Chang's group examined this hypothesis critically by preparing a series of polystyrene-bpolyisoprene (PS-b-PI) samples where either the PS block (SI series) and/or the PI block (IS series) were kept at the same length. 61 They then subjected the copolymer samples to a chromatography condition where PS (the invisible block) was at the LCCC condition, and the other block PI eluted at the SEC condition. The elution time of the SI series copolymer, which had constant visible PS block length and varying PI block length, increased with increase in the invisible PI block length. This shows that the invisible PI block could still impact the elution time of the copolymer, although the influence was weak (the peak position shifted very slightly). Their experimental observation therefore raised questions about the validity of the theoretical conclusion regarding block copolymer elution when one of the blocks is at the LCCC condition.
Later, the same group 62 characterized block copolymers composed of a hydrogenated PS block and a deuterated PS block (hPS-b-dPS). The strength of interaction of hPS and dPS with the column strength is similar but sufficiently different to allow for different chromatographic behaviour of the two blocks. With the same mixed solvent CH 2 Cl 2 /CH 3 CN (57/43, v/v), and the same column substrate (C18 Lunasil), the LCCC condition for a hPS homopolymer was found to be 40 1C while the LCCC condition of a dPS homopolymer was 33.6 1C. Thus the hPS block interacts with the column substrate more favourably than dPS at the same condition. When hPS homopolymer is at the LCCC condition, dPS is eluted in SEC mode whereas, when dPS is at the LCCC condition, hPS is in LAC mode. They then examined the elution of block copolymer samples by setting either the hPS at LCCC or the dPS at LCCC condition respectively. This study further revealed that when the visible block hPS is eluted in the LAC mode, the ''invisible'' dPS block decreases the elution time of the block copolymer. Previously, during characterization of graft copolymers with an hPS backbone and dPS side chains, 63 they also found that increase in the length of dPS side chains decreases the elution of the graft copolymer even though the overall graft copolymer is eluted after the solvent peak (in LAC mode).
Initially we thought that the above phenomenon was due to the excluded volume effect that was absent in the ideal chain model (either the RW lattice model or the Gaussian chain model). 64 However, Monte Carlo simulations with the RW chain model were able to see the impact of the invisible block on the elution of block copolymer in exactly the same pattern as observed in Chang's experimental studies. Using the RW lattice model, we showed that K(A-b-B)/K(A) deviates from one when the B block is added (Fig. 4) .
Here the A block is the chromatographically visible block and the B block is set at the LCCC condition. When the A block is in the SEC mode, K(A-b-B) 4 K(A) (Fig. 4a for |e w (A)| o 0.18) . The presence of the invisible B block lengthens the elution of the block copolymer. When the A block is LAC mode, the presence of the invisible B block reduces the elution of the block copolymer and K(A-b-B) o K(A). For graft copolymers, when the side chain is set in the LCCC condition, the side chain impacts the elution of graft copolymer similarly, but to an even greater extent because of a higher number of grafts attached to the backbone. 65 Introducing the excluded volume effect in the SAW chain makes the overall observed phenomena more significant. We attributed the impact of the invisible block on the elution of block and graft copolymers to chain connectivity. A more detailed explanation can be found in the original article. 65 
CAP of statistical random copolymers
For copolymer samples, the distribution in chemical composition becomes an important characteristic in addition to the molecular weight distribution. Copolymers are typically prepared by copolymerization of two or more monomers. The chemical composition and sequence distribution of copolymers depends on the overall feed ratio of the monomers during polymerization, the reactivity of the monomers and other factors. Here the chemical composition refers to the fraction of each type of monomer found in a given copolymer chain, and the sequence distribution refers to the connectivity of the monomers along the chain. Taking copolymers made of A and B monomers, the sequence distribution refers to how the A and B monomers are arranged along the chain. One can have two extreme cases: block copolymers like A-b-B, and alternating copolymers (AB) n , as well as many intermediate sequence distributions. The sequence distributions can be further characterized by defining P(A|B), the conditional probability of finding a B monomer immediately after an A monomer. For a copolymer consisting of A and B monomers, there are four such conditional probabilities: P(A|B), P(A|A), P(B|A) and P(B|B). Using these conditional probabilities, one can now define a sequence order parameter w = 1 À P(A|B) À P(B|A). The sequence order parameter w can range from À1 to +1, with À1 for an alternating copolymer, and +1 for a block copolymer. A statistical random copolymer refers to an AB copolymer where the probability of finding a monomer A is independent of previous monomers. This would imply that P(A|A) = P(B|A) = f A , and P(A|B) = P(B|B) = f B , thus w = 0. As discussed above, the interaction between the surface and the two monomers likely will not be the same. Let's assume that only type B is attractive, e B w o 0, and the other type A is non-interactive, e A w = 0. The question is then whether this type of copolymer will have a CAP point and, if it exists, how it compares to the CAP for the homopolymer B. The answer to this question is not straightforward. In the case of a block copolymer AB, each individual block would have a CAP like homopolymer A or B. In the case of alternating copolymer, one may treat (AB) as a new monomer, and naturally this would behave just like a homopolymer. Nevertheless this question was studied using different theoretical approaches [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] and the conclusion is that statistical AB copolymers have a CAP just like a homopolymer. A few Monte Carlo simulations have also determined the CAP for a statistical copolymer with different compositions of A and B, but the general equation that gives the dependence of CAP of statistical random copolymers on the chemical compositions were only discussed in Brun's paper 72, 73 and in our paper. 37 For statistical random copolymers, one can define an effective surface interaction, e eff , that is related to e A w and e B w through:
The adsorption of a statistical random copolymer is then reduced to the adsorption of a homopolymer with the effective surface interaction e eff and the CAP of the statistical random copolymer is determined when e eff = À0.276, the CAP for a homopolymer in the lattice model. As a result, the CAP of a statistical random copolymer CAP is not linearly dependent on f A or f B . Fig. 5 illustrates the dependence of the CAP for a statistical random copolymer on the B composition assuming that e A w = 0 and e B w is attractive. If e A w = 0 and f B = 1, the statistical copolymer chain becomes a B homopolymer. The strength of e B w needed to make e eff equals the CAP is just the same as the CAP for the homopolymer B, which was e w (CAP) = À0.276. As f B decreases, a stronger surface interaction e B w is needed to reach the CAP for the statistical copolymer. The dependence of e B w at the CAP on f A and f B predicted by eqn (3) was confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations, as shown in the Fig. 5 . 37 Here the CAP for the statistical random copolymer was determined following the method we used to determine the co-elution point, namely we determined the chemical potential of a grafted chain for a given range of chain length N above a solid surface and identified the CAP as the point where ÀRT ln K = m surf À m bulk varied least with chain length. It is worth mentioning that the above derivation uses the ''annealed approximation'' which is also met in Monte Carlo simulations. For a given fraction f B , there are still many possible different sequence arrangements for a statistical random copolymer. The annealed approximation implies that calculated chemical potentials are averaged over all possible sequences. In our Monte Carlo simulations, the chemical potential of a copolymer chain above a solid surface was averaged over many different sequences of a statistical random copolymer for a given f B , so the simulation mimics the annealed approximation.
The above discussion on a statistical random copolymer adsorbing on a solid surface can also be extended to the case of a homopolymer chain adsorbing over a statistical random surface composing of two surface sites, a and b. Again under the ''annealed approximation'', a similar effective interaction can be used to describe the adsorption of a homopolymer over a statistical random surface. Here the annealed approximation implies that the chain samples different regions of the random surface. This condition was met in our Monte Carlo simulations since the chain was grown at random locations on the surface.
The above theoretical results have the following implications on chromatographic separation of statistical copolymers. Experimentally it is not convenient to determine LCCC condition of a statistical copolymer since samples of statistical copolymer with different molecular weight but with the same chemical composition are not easily available. However, there is another way to reach the Critical Adsorption Point, namely gradient adsorption chromatography. In such an experiment, polymer samples are initially adsorbed on the column substrate. Then the eluent composition is changed during gradient elution such that eluent promotes desorption of polymers from the column substrate. One might expect that short polymer chains detach from the substrate more easily. However, at a proper eluent composition, high molecular weight species of the same polymer type will detach from the surface almost independent of the molecular weight. This eluent composition is close to the LCCC condition for that type of polymer. Brun discussed and demonstrated this experimentally. 74 By applying gradient elution to statistical copolymers, Brun was able to separate polyethylene samples with similar molecular weights but different amount of chlorination. 72 On the other hand, one could intuitively expect a dependence of adsorption on the fraction of adsorptive monomers without such rigorous theoretical consideration. Back in the 1980's, Mori and coworkers applied gradient elution in LAC and separated copolymers of styrene-co-methyl methacrylate according to the chemical composition. 75, 76 Sato et al. studied the same system but went a step further and elucidated that the separation of styrene-co-methyl methacrylate on polar column substrate was an adsorption based, and not a precipitation based mechanism. 77 
CAP of statistical non-random copolymers
The final class of copolymers we will discuss is statistical nonrandom copolymers, that is, the sequence order parameter w is non-zero. In the extreme cases, w = +1 reduces to a block copolymer and w = À1 reduces to an alternating copolymer. How does the CAP of such non-random copolymers depend on the composition and sequence order parameter? Brun also discussed this situation. The conclusion is that one can still define an effective interaction parameter for such non-random statistical copolymers and the effective interaction parameter depends on the sequence order parameter w in addition to the other four variables, e A w , e B w , f A and f B . The equation is rather complex and we refer the interested reader to the original references. 73, 78 However, one can gain a simple physical understanding by considering a statistical copolymer with a given f B but different sequence order. We again assume that only the B monomer interacts with the wall and that this interaction is attractive and can be tuned. The theory predicts that the more blocky the chain is, the smaller the e B w (less attractive) is needed to reach the CAP. In other words, a block AB copolymer would have the smallest e B w and an alternating AB copolymer would have the largest e B w at the CAP (see data shown in Fig. 5 ). The reason for this result is that an absorbed polymer chain forms trains on the surface. If the interactive B monomers are connected to each other, the polymer chain can more easily maximize enthalpic attraction to the surface.
Adsorption of statistical copolymers onto heterogeneous surfaces
The final situation we will discuss is the adsorption of statistical copolymers on heterogeneous surfaces. The pursuit of knowledge in this situation is no longer driven by chromatography separation, but rather is driven by curiosity of understanding molecular recognition or other innovative technology applications. Given a surface composed of two different sites arranged in a given surface pattern, can a heteropolymer consisting of A monomers that prefer one type of surface site and B monomers that prefer the other type of surface site recognize the surface pattern? There are a number of ways to investigate this problem. For example, one may design surfaces with regular patterns such as stripes or checker boards and find sequence of copolymers that are selectively adsorbed. 30, [79] [80] [81] [82] One may also consider adsorption of statistical copolymers on surfaces that contains statistically correlated sites. [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] These studies all suggest that there is a commensurability between heteropolymer sequence and distribution of surface sites. There are many interesting phenomena in this area of research and we will not go into details but refer interested readers to review articles.
By making use of our experience in determining the CAP, we considered and determined the CAP of statistical AB copolymers adsorbed on statistical heterogeneous surfaces. 88, 89 The surface contains two sites, a and b; A interacts with a with the same strength as B interacts with b, and all other interactions were zero. The statistical correlation of a and b sites on the surface can be controlled by a two-dimensional Ising model and one may use a surface order parameter C s to describe the correlation, with C s = À1 representing an alternating surface pattern and with C s = +1 representing a patchy surface. One interesting thing that emerged from this study is that different types of AB copolymers with sequences ranging from blocky to statistically random to alternating have identical CAP above a random heterogeneous surface. However, when the heterogeneous surface becomes patchy, then statistically blocky AB copolymer will have the lowest CAP. Similarly, statistical alternating AB copolymer will have the lowest CAP on a statistically alternating surface. Later, Poloksy 68 considered the adsorption of AB random copolymers onto heterogeneous surfaces using a twodimensional partially directed walk and considered the impact of the surface order parameter C s and the sequence order parameter C p on the transition temperature. He showed that in the case considered by Ziebarth et al. 88 using Monte Carlo simulation, the CAP (expressed as the inverse transition temperature) of a statistical copolymer is independent of sequence order parameter C p if the surface is random (C s = 0) (see Fig. 6 ), but the inverse transition temperature increases with C p when C s o 0 and decreases with C p when C s 4 0, in agreement with Monte Carlo simulation data.
Conclusions
The content of this review article is motivated by the experimental development of polymer liquid chromatography, especially the development of Liquid Chromatography at the Critical Condition (LCCC) and the application of LCCC to the separation and characterization of complex polymers. By making use of and fine tuning the surface interaction of polymers with the column substrate, experimentalists have been able to discern and analyse polymer samples that have chemical composition distribution or architectural distribution using LCCC. In these experiments, the knowledge of how complex polymers interact with porous substrates at or near the Critical Adsorption Point (CAP) of polymers are important to understand and interpret the experimental chromatography data.
The CAP of a linear polymer itself is a heavily investigated theoretical topic because it is an interesting tri-critical point in polymer adsorption. The link between the CAP understood in the context of polymer adsorption on a solid surface with the LCCC condition encountered in polymer liquid chromatography has some subtlety. Careful consideration of the excluded volume effect in polymer chains leads to the conclusion that true independence of partition coefficient on chain length does not exist. However, this does not preclude the experimental identification of the Critical Condition in actual polymer chromatography system. It is safe to say that LCCC operates at the CAP point of a homopolymer sample. Under this context, we discussed the partitioning of star, block and graft polymers at the CAP of one of the blocks. We have further discussed the CAP of adsorption of statistical copolymers on solid homogeneous and heterogeneous surfaces. We hope that these discussions motivate more theoretical and computational studies of complex polymers in porous media and also provide experimentalists better understanding of issues encountered when they characterize polymer samples using LCCC or other forms of interactive chromatography. Fig. 6 Inverse transition temperature of a statistical AB copolymer absorption above a statistical ab surface in the annealed approximation. Here eAa = eBb = À1; and eAb = eBa = 0, C p and C s are the order parameters for the polymer and surface respectively (reproduced from Fig. 3a from ref. 68 ).
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